### Course Title
Traffic Psychology

### Level of Course Unit
Undergraduate

### Semester
6

### Number of ECTS Credits
5

### Language of Instruction
English

### Type of Course Unit
Elective

### Course Unit Code
PSI310E

### Course Content
The content of the course includes psychological aspects of driver behaviours and other human factors together with contextual variables related to traffic safety.

### Name of Lecturers

### Contact

### Department / Program
Psychology

### Recommended or Required Reading

### Assessment Methods and Criteria
Midterms 30% + Assignment 20% + Practise 10% + Final Examination 40% = 100%

### Objectives of the Course
The main aim of this course is to gain a viewpoint about traffic psychology by introducing the main theories, methods and findings of the field.

### Course Learning Outcomes
1. To gain a systemic point of view about traffic safety concept
2. To gain knowledge about psychological aspects of driver behaviour and practice about safety implementations